Winter 2015/16

Tove

Offbeat
Daringly new, well off the beaten track.
The current Winter Collection 2015/16 radiates individuality and independence.
The design and unconventional combination of materials interpret well-known
classical hats anew. The restrained range of colours plays with shades of grey,
beige and brown.
Leather is the star this winter.
Vegetable tanned, hand-dyed, finely smoothed and polished leather from
Austria combined with high-quality fur felt, lambskin or knitwear give trilbies,
fedoras and peaked caps a unique new look and an unmistakable patina. The
flapper hat from the ’70s presents a new interplay of cuts and lines, accentuated
by leather highlights. These intricately worked, hand-made hats for woman
and men lend every winter outfit a breath of exclusivity and casual elegance.
The chunky knitwear boasts unusual braiding patterns. Hand-knitted using the
finest Italian baby alpaca wool, beanies and caps with leather peaks are the
casual and stylish accessory for cold winter days.

Please note:
Any of the models from our previous collections can of course be made for you, too.
We also refer you to our special selection of men’s hats: www.nickimarquardt.com
Nicki Marquardt Munich stands for superb, unconventional design. Each indi
vidual item is designed in our studio in Munich and made by hand. All our models
are characterised by their exquisite materials, the highest quality production
and their perfect fit.

www.nickimarquardt.com
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Foldable Hat Collection
Handmade from 100% high quality Portuguese fur felt
All models: Registered German design
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For 18 years Nicki Marquardt has been designing and manufacturing
Haute Couture & custom made hats for a wide range of occasions, including
theatre, TV & film productions as well as social events such as weddings,
anniversaries and company events.
The popular designer also creates two prêt-à-porter collections each year
which she presents on important accessory fairs in spring and autumn, such
as the Première Classe Tuileries in Paris.
Her collections are sold by selected galleries, fashion & concept stores
around the globe in Auckland, Brisbane, Chicago, London, Milan, New York,
Paris, San Francisco, Seoul and Tokyo.
Unconventional stylistic elements, delicate materials and perfect workmanship are the leitmotifs for Nicki Marquardt’s design. Her focus is always on
designing contemporary and trendy hats for ladies and gentlemen which are
enhancing the style of their wearer. Her creations have reaped numerous
awards: in 2012, Nicki Marquardt received the internationally renowned
red dot design award for her collection of foldable hats which reflect her
design attitude in a playful manner.

CICB Award South Korea
Bronze Prize 2013
Honorable Mention 2013

www.nickimarquardt.com
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